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Abstract: Gene therapy is a therapeutic strategy of delivering foreign genetic material (encoding
for an important protein) into a patient’s target cell to replace a defective gene. Nucleic acids are
embedded within the adeno-associated virus (AAVs) vectors; however, preexisting immunity to
AAVs remains a significant concern that impairs their clinical application. Extracellular vesicles (EVs)
hold great potential for therapeutic applications as vectors of nucleic acids due to their endogenous
intercellular communication functions through their cargo delivery, including lipids and proteins.
So far, small RNAs (siRNA and micro (mi)RNA) have been mainly loaded into EVs to treat several
diseases, but the potential use of EVs to load and deliver exogenous plasmid DNA has not been
thoroughly described. This review provides a comprehensive overview of the principal methodologies
currently employed to load foreign genetic material into EVs, highlighting the need to find the most
effective strategies for their successful clinical translation.

Keywords: gene delivery; plasmid vector; adeno-associated virus; exosomes; DNA delivery; viral
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1. Introduction

Nucleic acid-based therapies are rapidly evolving in preclinical and clinical trials for several
genetic diseases [1–3]. Viral vectors have been the primary carriers of nucleic acids used in gene therapy;
due to their high transduction efficiency and absence of integration into the host genome, adenovirus
(AV) vectors initially offered the promise of highly efficient and therapeutic in vivo gene delivery [4–6].
However, several issues brought to light still need to be addressed to achieve better long-term patient
outcomes. The high immune response remains a serious concern; indeed, a high prevalence of anti-AV
vector immunity in the human population and variable expression of receptor proteins on target cells
have arisen during preclinical and clinical studies [7–12]. Furthermore, the tendency of AV vectors to
be hijacked in the liver after systemic administration hampers efficient transgene transduction, causing
hepatotoxicity and death [13–18]. So far, even though AVs continue being developed for multiple
clinical interventions, including anticancer therapeutics, numerous vaccine efforts, and neurological
disorders, many researchers’ focuses have shifted toward the development of novel viral vectors
that would combine low potential clinical immunogenicity and genotoxic effects with highly efficient
deliveries. Adeno-associated virus (AAV) vectors are currently the most commonly used viral vectors
at transducing dividing and nondividing cells in gene therapy [19,20]. AAV vectors encompass
a linear single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) genome of approximately 4.7 kilobases (kb); furthermore,
these viral vectors contain two open reading frames encoding the nonstructural Rep (replication)
and structural Cap (capsid) proteins, which are exchanged with the exogenous DNA of choice [21].
Once delivered, the ssDNA genome is converted into double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) by the host
cell. This conversion process is carried out by two cis-acting nucleotide inverted terminal repeats
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(ITRs) consisting of 145 nucleotides in length, allowing the replication, packaging, and integration
of the viral genome [21]. Based on some alternative AAV serotypes or designer mutants of the AAV
capsid, a new generation of recombinant AAV (rAAV) [22,23], which lacks viral DNA, have recently
been engineered able to pass through the cell membrane, where they can ultimately convey and
deliver their cargos into the nucleus of a cell. So far, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
has approved AAV biologicals for the treatments of spinal muscular atrophy [24,25] and inherited
blindness (Leber’s congenital amaurosis) [26]. Other clinical trials are ongoing to assess the AVV
therapeutic efficacy for other diseases [27–29]; however, likewise to AV vectors, recurrent symptoms
of the autoimmune response encountered undergoing gene transfers with AAV vectors have been
reported [30–32]. Early studies performed in preclinical models of diseases [33,34] did not reveal
that the immune response could be triggered by the AAV vectors and represent a significant barrier
for sustained gene expression. Generally, the mild immune response observed during preclinical
studies was considered transient to affect sustained transduction negatively; this assumption probably
stemmed from an inappropriate animal model that could be deficient in transgene products. However,
so far, we still know very little about the consequences of these interactions triggered by the immune
response against viral vectors in the clinical setting, particularly how the innate immune system to
AAV affects adaptive responses to the recombinant vector. Further, it should be borne in mind that, to
achieve a therapeutic concentration, the number of required injections of ever-higher adeno-associated
virus (AAV) doses can cause toxicities by altering every clinical trial. Despite significant progress
in the understanding of AAV biology and the development of efficient AAV vectors, this additional
immunotoxicity urges further studies, including animal model-specific transgenes, addressed to
avoid the likelihood of an immune response due to AAV treatments over time. Other important
AAV-associated limitations, like their small DNA packaging size [35–37], the complications of finding
the optimal tropism [38], and the gene expression-related slow onset [39], still represent issues and
hurdles that impede their broad clinical adoptions in other areas. Driven by these limitations, an
alternative and efficient loading and delivery system of exogenous nucleic acid remains an ongoing
challenge. In recent years, the functions of extracellular vesicles (EVs) have sparked interest in a new
model of introducing foreign genetic materials [39]. EVs are endogenous delivery systems with a
diameter range of ~50 nm to 1 µm [40]. EVs are formed in endosomal compartments and secreted after
fusion with the plasma membrane by most cell types [41,42]. They can mediate and transmit a variety
of intercellular signaling molecules packaging biological cargo, including nucleic acids, small RNAs
(sRNAs), proteins, and lipids altering the gene expression, proliferation, and differentiation of recipient
cells during physiological and pathological conditions [43]. Although the classification of EVs is
continuously evolving [40], they generally are classified on their biogenesis and release pathways,
such as exosomes (Exo) (~40 to 160-nm in diameter) [44,45]; ectosomes [46]; or shedding microvesicles
(SMVs), apoptotic blebs (ABs) (1 to 5-mm in diameter) [47], and other EVs subsets [46], generating a
heterogeneous group of components able to redistribute their biological cargo into the entire organism.
Moreover, several groups have reported the presence of DNA species, including ssDNA, dsDNA, and
mitochondrial (mt) DNA encompassed in EVs from various sources [48–50]. The ability of EVs to carry
genetic material mark their potential role in the transfer of exogenous genetic materials into the human
genome [41]; additionally, EVs are used to deliver their cargo, crossing biological barriers, such as the
blood-brain barrier (BBB) [51]. Several published studies report that plasmid RNA successfully loaded
into EVs [52]; however, the potential use of EVs to load plasmid DNA for delivery applications remains
scarcely described. The present review gathers the main methodologies currently employed to load
foreign genetic material into EVs, the advantages and disadvantages associated with each methodology,
and raises questions still unanswered, highlighting the importance of further explorations to optimize
the loading strategies in these endogenous vectors as a new tool of the delivery system of foreign
genetic materials.
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2. Adeno-Associated Virus (AAV)-Associated Drawbacks Still Represent a Significant Restriction
to Their Full Employment in Human Therapy

2.1. Circumnavigate the Capsid-Neutralizing Antibodies

The limitations of AAV vectors have a significant impact on their complete clinical translation
into human diseases. First, the time-consuming conversion of single-stranded to double-stranded
AAV genomes can delay the onset of transgene expressions [53]. The viral capsid is composed of three
proteins: VP1, VP2, and VP3, in which VP2 and VP3 are shortened versions of VP1. Thus, the capsid
proteins and transgene products constitute the only immunological antigens. However, since viral
capsids are derived from wild-type AAV, AAV vectors can be impacted by preexisting adaptive immune
responses, capsid neutralizing antibodies (Nabs), making the viral capsid the trigger of the immune
response in several subjects undergoing AAV gene transfer [54]. An in vitro method was recently
published to quantify AAV cell-binding inhibition by qPCR [55]; however, several hindrances associated
with this assay have been reported [56]. Several strategies have been addressed to circumnavigate
the capsid Nabs; the in vivo administration of a proteasome inhibitor (PI), bortezomib, has revealed a
significantly reduced Nabs trigger against AAV vectors [57]. To avoid the interaction of AAV vectors
with Nabs into the blood, the temporary removal of the anti-AAV capsid antibodies by a saline flush of
the portal vein [58] has proven to minimize the inhibitory effects of anti-AAV antibodies and improve
transductions. Finally, a nonimmune suppressive method to promote AAV administration in an
individual with preexisting Nabs to viral vectors consisted of the coadministration of empty capsids
that lack vector genomes in excess to saturate Nabs-binding sites [59]. However, all these efforts have
been weakened by standardized protocols to assess in vitro Nabs assays that are still not available,
making it challenging for a thorough investigation and to compare outcomes come from different
research groups.

2.2. The Limited Packaging Capacity of Adeno-Associated Viruses

The other main hindrance associated with AAV vectors is their limited genome packaging capacity
(~4.5 kb). For the packaging of foreign DNA molecules into AAV capsids (WT-AAV genome or
any transgene cassette), the DNA sequence must be flanked by the cis-acting ITRs. These represent
the packaging signals and allow the amplification of the DNA genome by a self-primed replication
mechanism. The replication products are DNA genomes of positive and negative polarities packaged
into the AAV virions with equal frequencies [60]. Efforts to expand the AAV vectors’ packaging
capacities like the reassembly of abundant proteins in the cells (e.g., protein trans-splicing) [38,60]
have been pursued; however, these still occur with lowered efficiency and a clear upper packaging
threshold at 5.2 kb. For instance, as reported by Pryadkina et al. [61], the dysferlin cDNA at the exons
28/29 junction cloning can be truncated into two partially overlapping fragments separately packaged
into two different AAV capsids. Even though the overlap region strategy is the simplest, it still requires
extensive preclinical optimization steps to determine the most efficient overlap sequence. An additional
strategy gene to express oversized plasmid DNA—in particular, employed for the expression of a
mini-dystrophin—involves the miniaturization of large genes. In this strategy, significant portions of
the coding sequence are deleted, leaving only the essential domains, which are then packaged into a
single capsid [49]. The mechanisms that regulate the trafficking of AAV vectors into the nucleus are still
not fully understood [62]; it has been deemed that these vectors enter cells through receptor-mediated
endocytosis, and internalized virions escape from endosomal degradation by a low pH-dependent
process. Since the capsid protein is thought to be an essential element in the intracellular trafficking of
AAVs, the novel avenues are focused on engineering AAV vectors to bypass the limited packaging
capacity (e.g., by oversized AAV vector genomes) [63,64] and achieve a higher transduction efficiency
and specificity for relevant target tissues. However, so far, each effort to overcome these limitations
still suffers from low efficiency of transfections, resulting in decreased gene expression levels.
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3. Exosomes: Natural Shuttles to Deliver Exogenous Acids Nuclei Bypassing the
AAV-Associated Drawbacks

The study on exosomes is continually growing, to yield valuable information regarding
their intrinsic properties in regulating complex intracellular pathways, including those underlying
neurological disorders [65]. In contrast to AAV vectors, the exosomes administration ensures the
functional delivery of their cargo with minimal interference from the immune system [66] and has
proven to be safe and well-tolerated. Moreover, as discussed later in this review (Section 8), the lipid
and protein composition of exosomes can be used to assemble new methodologies to enhance DNA
loading. An important aspect to highlight consists of the roles of exosomes to mediate the spread
of pathological proteins involved in neurodegenerative diseases [67]. As a tool for inter-neuronal
communication, exosomes can contribute to local synaptic plasticity and allow communication within
different regions across the entire brain, influencing distant neuronal networks. This could provide a
new understanding of the local propagation of neurodegenerative disease in the brain. The aggregation
and deposition of misfolded proteins in defined neuroanatomical locations is a common feature of
several neurological disorders [68]. As the diseases progress, the misfolded proteins spread along
distinct pathways, suggesting that the pathological process may involve the movement of misfolded
proteins from one side of the brain to the other [68]. Exosomes also contain misfolded and aggregated
forms of neurodegenerative disease-associated proteins like Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson’s
disease (PD), and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), which have been found in the cerebral spinal
fluid (CSF) and the blood of patients affected by these disorders [69]. Given that exosomes shuttle
from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [70], in which the protein folding process occurs [71], to reach
their final destination, one might hypothesize that exosomes remove misfolded proteins aggregated
inside the ER to maintain cellular homeostasis.

However, the most important questions still need to have answers: How and where are misfolded
proteins packaged into exosomes, and how can exosomes be recruited by recipient cells? Continued
research of the complex architecture of exosomes will provide insights into how these vesicles may be
therapeutically targeted in the future.

3.1. Heterogeneity Effects: A Complexity that Conditions the Isolation, Characterization, and Functions
of Exosomes

Heterogeneity is a critical aspect in the exosomes field, given that it represents an underlying factor
that has an impact on current and novel exosomes isolation techniques. Exosomes are membrane-bound
EVs released from cells into the extracellular space [72]. Exosomes derived from the inward budding of
the membrane in endosomes, forming intraluminal vesicles into multivesicular bodies (MVBs) that fuse
with the plasma membrane and release exosomes into the extracellular space [73]. Exosome cargos,
in response to different physiological or pathological conditions, can be formed by DNA, including
ssDNA, dsDNA, genomic DNA, mtDNA, and even reverse-transcribed complementary DNAs [74].
To date, it seems clear how exosome heterogeneity depends on their biological cargo, function impacts
on recipient cells, and cellular sources. That may have repercussions on their extraction; for example,
isolated exosomes may contain subpopulations with a distinct size range. Therefore, an optimal
method for the exosome isolations would require large pools of purification procedures, a high recovery
yield, high purity of exosomes, and high efficiency [75]. Several exosomes isolation techniques have
been developed, each exploiting a particular property of exosomes, such as their density, shape, size,
and unique surface proteins, to aid their isolation [76]. Gene targeting can be performed through a
plasmid with regulatory sequences, enabling the regulatory control of expression (inducible promoter)
or as a PCR product [77]. A combination of all these aspects would have the potential to optimize the
size-based separation techniques.
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3.2. Vexosomes: A Novel Gene Delivery System

Due to these functions, exosomes have brought to challenge the traditional classification of
enveloped and nonenveloped viruses [78], providing enhanced transfection efficiencies in gene therapy.
By combining the desirable features of both exosomes and the AAV vector system, ongoing research is
aimed at understanding the role of the exosomes-enveloped viral vector (exo-AAV or vexosomes),
where viral capsid has been coated with a surrounding, host-derived membrane, allowing enveloping
of the protein viral vector to coordinate cellular tropism by binding to cell-surface molecules [79].
Exo-AAV can be achieved by transfecting the AAV vectors into human embryonic kidney cell line 293
(HEK-293T), and conditioned media containing the EVs associated with AAV vectors are isolated by
density gradient centrifugation using iodixanol [80]. The initial characterization of this viral envelope
by transmission electron microscopy exhibited an AAV/EVs association with the size range of ~50
to 200 nm [80]. Exo-AAV can also be engineered to display targeting peptides on their surfaces to
enable enhanced deliveries to the target tissues. When injected systemically in mice, exo-AAV crossed
the BBB and enabled efficient transduction in the central nervous system (CNS) [81]. Other studies
based on exo-AAVs have reported an improvement of transduction profiles in different AAV serotype
in vitro and in vivo conditions [72,82]. While György et al. [83] document that exo-AAV1 (the number
denotes the capsid serotype) is a potent carrier of transgenes into cochlear and vestibular hair cells
both in vitro and in vivo, Orefice et al. [84] reported an enhancement of the transgene expression
resulting from two different AAV serotypes (AAV6 and AAV9) enveloped with exosomes restricted
mainly to neurons (Figure 1) and oligodendrocytes (Figure 2). Clinical studies have reported that
the trigger of neurodegenerative diseases can arise in a focus of genetically altered cells [72] and
spread from one region of the CNS to another. In this context, the study by Orefice et al. revealed an
interesting feature that might be imported to better optimize the exo-AVV like a valid therapeutic gene
delivery. The continual expansion of miniaturized optical fiber-based endoscopes enabled real-time
imaging to track the exo-AAV spread into the brain, showing it more widespread in the contralateral
hemisphere than standard AAVs after intracerebral injections [84]. This study, added with previous
studies conducted in the last few years, highlights the potential of using exo-AAVs for gene delivery,
particularly to address the issue of diffusion limitations associated with large fragments of DNA to
reach CNS cells far from the injection site. The strategy to envelope AAV vectors with exosome is
also employed to circumvent a preexisting immunity to AAVs [85–87]; a study performed on female
Balb/c mice exo-AAV9 has been proven effective to evade human Nabs against AAVs following the
systemic administration [88]. Enveloped viral vectors with exosomes also offer significant advantages,
both in reducing the number of injections required to achieve spreading into a targeted brain region
(minimizing the risk of high-dose AAV administration-mediated toxicity) and delivering the dose
rate needed to achieve the target concentration, possibly decreasing the vector doses required for
therapeutic efficacy. All these characteristics make this subset of EVs a promising in vivo delivery
system. Small RNAs (siRNA and miRNA) have been successfully loaded into EVs for different delivery
applications [89–92]; however, the potential utility of different vesicles based on their biogenesis, size,
content, and release pathway to load and deliver foreign DNA remains relatively unexplored.
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Figure 1. Exosome-enveloped adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) enhance transgene expressions in 
neurons. The co-localization of GFP (green) with the neuronal marker NeuN (merge) expressed by 
exosome-enveloped AAV vectors. Images were taken using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope at 20× 
magnification. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 

 
Figure 2. Exosome-enveloped AAVs enhance transgene expressions in oligodendrocytes. The 
colocalization of GFP (green) with oligodendrocytes marker Olig-2 (Merge) expressed by exosome-
enveloped AAV vectors. Images were taken using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope at 20× 
magnification. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 

Figure 1. Exosome-enveloped adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) enhance transgene expressions in
neurons. The co-localization of GFP (green) with the neuronal marker NeuN (merge) expressed by
exosome-enveloped AAV vectors. Images were taken using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope at 20×
magnification. Scale bar represents 50 µm.
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Figure 2. Exosome-enveloped AAVs enhance transgene expressions in oligodendrocytes.
The colocalization of GFP (green) with oligodendrocytes marker Olig-2 (Merge) expressed by
exosome-enveloped AAV vectors. Images were taken using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope at
20×magnification. Scale bar represents 50 µm.
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4. Nucleic Acid-Loaded Extracellular Vesicles: Current Methods

In comparison to virus-derived vectors, exosomes have several advantages: mainly their
cost-effectiveness, availability, and reduced risk of immune responses but, also, almost unlimited
transgene sizes and the possibility of repeated administrations. However, due to the small sizes
of exosomes, the capability to encapsulate plasmids with varied sizes is still a matter of debate of
the ongoing research; thus, several strategies have been reframed to address this issue, as listed in
Table 1. Finally, there is one more consideration to make concerning the difference between linear DNA
and circular DNA (plasmid DNA). While linear DNA represents linear chromosomes that possess
internal repeats of their terminal sequences forming intramolecular crossed-strand exchanges, allowing
the replication of the chromosome ends [93], circular DNA is an independent, circular DNA vector
that codes for gene expressions [94,95]. These differences affect choosing the transfection strategy
to adopt for the experiment’s aim. DNA loading through transient transfection strategies results in
more efficient with plasmid DNA compared to linear DNA [96], probably because circular DNA is not
vulnerable to exonucleases, while linear DNA fragments are quickly degraded by these enzymes [95].
Contrary, stable transfections are more efficient when using linear DNA due to its optimal integration
into the host genome [96].

4.1. Transfection-Mediated DNA Loading

Transfection is the procedure of a non-viral-mediated delivery of foreign genetic material into host
cells [97]. Depending on the aim of the experimental research, it is essential to distinguish between
transient and stable transfections. Through transient transfections, the transfected cells express the
foreign gene, not integrating it into their genome. Therefore, the new gene will not perform DNA
replication. These cells express the transiently transfected gene for a limited period—usually several
days—after which, the foreign gene is lost through cell division or other factors [97]. Stably transfected
cells begin with transient transfection, followed by an infrequent but essential process of serendipity.
In a small proportion of transfected cells, the foreign gene has integrated into the genome to become
part and, afterward, to be duplicated. The transfection-based technique has been conducted with
exosomes derived from different cellular sources. The successful loading of exogenous genetic
material in exosomes derived from murine dendritic cells has been performed by Seow et al. [98],
while exosomes derived from HEK-293 cells were loaded with a plasmid containing GE11 peptide
DNA [99]. As mentioned above, DNA loading through transfection strategies results in it being
more efficient with plasmid DNA compared to linear DNA. However, some drawbacks have been
raised in this technique; in particular, the issue has shifted to the remainders of the transfection
reagents (like calcium phosphate and diethyl aminoethyl (DEAE)-dextran) that might cause incorrect
or inefficient incorporations, leading to an undesirable downregulation of gene expressions in recipient
cells. Similar importance is the localization of the transfection reagents [100]. The transfection
reagents might remain partly hooked to the transfected acid nuclei to be (co)secreted in the culture
medium. This may significantly affect the uptake behavior of the released transfected acid nuclei and
its localization in either the exosome or protein complexes. Thoughtfulness should also be given to
the complexity that characterizes the transfection process, from the initial DNA attachment to the
plasma membrane and internalization via endocytosis, its release from the endosome followed by
the dissociation of the vector from the DNA until its transfer into the nucleus, suggesting that an
interplay of several essential parameters needs to be considered to achieve an efficient DNA delivery.
Furthermore, due to their coprecipitation with exosomes at high centrifugal forces, complexes of
transfection reagents and plasmid DNA might be mistakenly deducted as exosome-encapsulated
acid nuclei. Following transfection, the risk of confounding the outcomes by analyzing the presence
of foreign nucleic acid into exosomes is high; therefore, protocols that rigorously characterize the
purification methods are still necessary.
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4.2. Electroporation Procedure-Mediated DNA Loading into Extracellular Vesicles

The electroporation approach seems to guarantee a more reliable encapsulation of foreign genetic
material, maintaining EVs integrity and functionality, and seems to be a viable alternative for cell
types that are not responsive to the transfection method. An electrical pulse at an optimized voltage
(1◦ C/pulse) has been applied to not damage the EVs membrane and overcome the cell membrane
capacitance, disturbing the phospholipid bilayer of the membrane and creating transient membrane
pores through which charged molecules like DNA cross [101]. Lamichhane and colleagues [102]
reported exogenous linear foreign genetic material loaded into EVs using this technique in quantities
sufficient for plasmid DNA. Besides, the authors established that the loading efficiency and capacity of
linear DNA in EVs are dependent on the DNA size. Indeed, an increase of linear dsDNA fragments from
250 to 4000 bp in lengths was packaged into EVs through electroporation. Plasmid DNA fell within the
range 750–1000 bp exhibiting low incorporation into EVs. One of the main advantages of electroporation
is that it has a minimal effect on exosomal components such as ligands and receptors present on
its membrane surface. However, as has been reported by Hood et al. [103] and Johnsen et al. [104]
electroporation may trigger the aggregation of EVs and change their morphological characteristics.
Thus, careful deductions need to be given while interpreting the loading using the electroporation
method. The electroporation procedure can also induce cell toxicity; this issue might be minimized
through experimental optimization methods and may be counterbalanced by increased transfection
efficiencies. Another limitation of the electroporation technique is linked to the types of equipment
that can vary among laboratories influencing the electroporation outcome and the electrical proprieties
of the plasma membrane. Finally, cells are well-known to have a plasma membrane that consists of a
phospholipid bilayer, which forms a stable barrier between two aqueous compartments and is a good
electrical insulator [105]. This electrical property characterization of cells raises a question: According
to the principle of electroporation that applies to all cells, how can its efficiency depend on the electrical
circuit of the plasma membrane? The difference of conductivity in a cell represents an important matter
to reflect during an electroporation approach [106].

4.3. Additional Methods Used for Loading in EVs: The Sonication and Saponin Methods

There is another method for DNA loading in EVs, such as sonication [107,108]. Sonication is the
“cleanest” method, with a high loading efficiency, because it does not use enzymes or chemicals that
might be carried throughout the sequencing workflow, negatively affecting the read quality. However,
this method is restricted to the loading of smaller DNA molecules. Besides, the loading of DNA in EVs
induces a prolonged release of catalase, as measured by retained the catalase activity over time [109].
Noteworthy, EVs loaded using the sonication approach do not show sound therapeutic effects in vivo,
likely due to disruption of the exosomes’ integrity, making them more vulnerable to degradation via
the reticuloendothelial system. Besides, after the loading process, the EVs integrity and the loss of
intrinsic contents and biological properties deserve further attention. Although it has never been
used to load plasmid DNA into EVs, another loading method consists of making permeable the EVs
membranes through saponin use. Saponin is a detergent-like molecule able to interact with and remove
cholesterol from EVs membranes, forming pores without leading to morphological and functional
alterations of vesicles [110]. Indeed, even though the sonication and permeabilization method share
similar loading efficiencies and sustained releases of EVs-encapsulated cargos, as mentioned above,
EVs loaded by sonication appear to have undergone size and morphological alterations. The saponin
permeabilization was utilized in a study assessing the use of protein catalase-loaded exosomes derived
from macrophages as a drug delivery system for PD treatment [111]. An important aspect that emerged
from this study, EVs loaded using saponin showed a prolonged release of their encapsulated cargos.
However, although saponin permeabilization represents a straightforward loading method, it has
never been wholly deepened in other preclinical and clinical studies. Moreover, an important saponin
permeabilization-associated drawback consists of removing the residual trace of saponin after use,
because, like many detergents, it can remain hooked to EVs, affecting their morphology.
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Table 1. Comparison of the exogenous methods for plasmid DNA loading into extracellular vesicles (EVs).

Method Advantages Disadvantages References

Transfection

◦ High efficiency
◦ Easy to apply
◦ Applied in most of the eukaryotic cells
◦ A high concentration of plasmid DNA

◦ Transfection reagents partly hooked
◦ Potential deformation of vesicle membranes
◦ Low efficiency in suspension cells

[97–100]

Electroporation

◦ Loading large plasmid DNA
◦ Applied to cells resistant to transfection method
◦ Plasmid DNA is propelled directly into the target cells
◦ Versatility

◦ Equipment varies among laboratories
◦ Cells damage
◦ Nonspecific transport

[101,103–105]

Sonication
◦ Increased loading efficiency (compared to other methods)
◦ Not need enzymes or chemicals reagents

◦ Potential deformation of the membrane
through overheating

◦ Expensive equipment

[107–109]

Saponin permeabilization

◦ Reversible
◦ Not permeabilize the nuclear membrane
◦ Used to selectively permeabilize mammalian cell

membranes based on their cholesterol content and
concentration of saponin

◦ Performed in a handful of studies
◦ Membrane damage [110,111]
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5. DNA Loading Varies across Extracellular Vesicles Subsets

The discrepancies emerged concerning the content of different part-genomic DNA (gDNA) [112]
and carrying and deliver nucleic acids to recipient cells depending on the EV subsets urge studies
aimed at understanding whether the plasmid DNA loading could vary in different subsets of EVs.
Kanada et al. [113] isolated exosomes and ectosomes from the same cell source (HEK293T), reporting a
differential loading of nucleic acids between exosomes and MVs. Furthermore, they observed that
ectosomes loaded with DNA were more efficient than exosomes delivering functional nucleic acids
to target cells. These results are consistent with those reported by Lamichhane et al. [102], where, by
electroporation-mediated DNA loading, they observed MVs exhibit an expanded capacity for effective
linear DNA sizes (4–6 kb) than exosomes. This review agreed with previous studies indicating that the
different capacities in loading and delivering exogenous DNA between exosomes (50–150 nm) and
MVs (100–500 nm) might stem from their biogenesis differences. Whereas exosome-like EVs originate
from MVBs inside cells [114], MVs are plasma membrane-derived vesicles; therefore, it might be
possible that both EV subsets have a different lipid composition. Ectosomes and exosomes are endowed
of the same membrane topology of donor cells [115], and consolidated evidence indicates that the
composition of the lipid bilayer in exosomes differs from the lipid composition of MVs [116]. Besides,
changes in the membrane lipid composition may alter the membrane fluidity and their curvature.
This variability of the lipid compositions into exosomes and MVs might affect their permeability to
electroporation-mediated DNA loading.

6. The Paradox of Persistence for DNA Plasmids and Viral Vectors

An enigma links plasmid DNA and AAV vectors, respectively: DNA-associated persistence and
the persistence of the AAV genome. Plasmids are ubiquitous in nature; whereas plasmid DNA can
be transmitted and replicated in the bacterial cell (horizontal gene transfer), chromosomal DNA can
only vertically be transmitted between daughter and mother nuclei [117]. However, how plasmid
DNA can persist in cell populations remains a crucial dilemma. Several studies have reported the
unfavorable and favorable factors determining plasmid DNA persistence [118,119], proposing several
hypotheses to explain plasmid persistence, including cross-ecotype transfer, host-plasmid coadaptation,
plasmid hitchhiking, and high plasmid transfer rates. However, it is still missing a clear answer that
adequately elucidates the plasmid paradox. Harrison et al. identified in chromids the source that
may elucidate the paradox of plasmid-associated persistence [120]. Chromids are very large plasmids
(generally > 500 kb) that frequently encode essential genes for core physiology [120], and there are
about 10% of the bacterial genomes. Chromids are endowed of replication origins related to one of
the plasmids, and thus, these elements retain many of the chromosomal and plasmid-like functional
characteristics, like carrying essential housekeeping genes and sharing the codon usage properties
of a chromosome [121]. This chromid configuration may allow the host cell to keep a larger genome
while allowing the chromosome to remain smaller. In this condition, genetic material can be quickly
replicated [122]. How are long-term AAV transgene expressions? The expressions of genes delivered
by AAV can persist long-term [123]; due to the absence of rep gene products, the vector genome does
not undergo site-specific integration in the host DNA. rAAV genomes have been documented to persist
for six and three-point seven years in preclinical-clinical trials, respectively [124]. Recently it has
been proposed that the rAAV genome’s ability to persist into host cells relies on cellular proteins that
convert the single- to double-stranded DNA. The resultant duplex DNA genome, through either intra
or intermolecular recombination at the ITRs, leads to circular episomes or linear concatamers [125].
These resultant episomal forms of rAAVs are thought to be the factors responsible for the long-term
gene expression in the nucleus of transfected cells. The paradox of the persistence of plasmid DNA
and rAAV still needs to be substantiated with more studies; thus, this review suggests a possible
investigation that is to go beyond the study of plasmids as individual entities and analyze them in a
more integrated view, considering whether and how interactions interfere with viral genetic elements.
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7. Exogenous DNA Loading Elicits a Different Level of Intrinsic Cellular Response

An additional important point regarding exogenous DNA loading has not been thoroughly
addressed in this review: the different cellular responses induced by the transfected DNA. As
mentioned above, the introduction of plasmid DNA into mammalian cells is not fallowed by its
complete integration inside the genome, but it persists as extrachromosomal DNA for a period. Despite
that introduced plasmid DNA is subjected to degradation, some of it can acquire a nucleosome structure;
a study conducted by Igoucheva et al. [126] reported cellular responses to transfected dsDNA, which
vary according to cell types. Moreover, following the introduction of dsDNA into mammalian cells,
the authors observed the transcription of several genes responsible for sensing DNA damage and repair.
This led to the suggestion that mammalian cells might trigger a response to the presence of dsDNA.
More elucidation of cellular responses will help interpret the episomal gene-targeting process better
and give answers to another important question: What prevents the complete integration of plasmid
DNA inside the genome? Productive transfection and gene delivery request that plasmid DNA can
enter into transfected cells, and subsequently, several intracellular processes allow the DNA to move
from the extracellular surface to inside of the cell and through the cytoplasm to reach the nucleus
before any transcription can initiate. However, it has been estimated that only a small amount of
plasmid DNA reaches the nucleus in transfected cells following lipofection [127]. The cytoplasm’s role
is considered as a possible cause for the incomplete integration of DNA into the nucleus. The cytoplasm
is a viscous gel-like substance enclosed within the cell membrane that results in decreased mobility
of the macromolecules [127]. Several studies have demonstrated that small solutes can diffuse freely
and rapidly in the cytoplasm and the nucleus [128,129]. Additionally, studies performed to assess
plasmid DNA fragment movements have reported that, while small DNA can diffuse, those larger
than 2000 bp were effectively unable to diffuse to any degree in the cytoplasm in any reasonable
physiological time frame [128]. The existence of the cytoskeleton and the large numbers of actin
filaments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments that form a highly cross-linked gel-sol might be
responsible for the diffusion limitation [130]. Due to this system of networks, if DNA is released at a
site distant from the nucleus, it cannot move toward its desired location. This has been demonstrated
in the case of liposome transfections, where some DNA is left free in the cytoplasm and never reaches
the nucleus [131]. This brings to consider whether cytoplasmic trafficking is sufficient since there
does not permit the diffusion and entrance of large DNA, even though strategies to load large DNA
fragments up to 167 kb in length will be discovered.

8. Emerging DNA-Loading Strategies and Perspectives

Considerable interest is addressed in developing nonviral lipid-based vectors due to their potential
to load and transfer a large amount of DNA into cells. Cationic-lipid (CL)-based vectors are synthetic
carries of nucleic acids currently employed in gene delivery, like CL-DNA [132], and gene silencing,
like the CL-siRNA complex [133]. No immunogenicity, low toxicity, and ease of production are the
characteristics that distinguish these nonviral vectors. However, their transfection and silencing
efficiencies remain low compared to those of viral vectors. EVs-associated artificial nanoparticle
systems are aimed at mimicking their properties and may represent a valid strategy to overcome the
EVs-associated limitations. Several types of nano-based drug delivery systems (DDSs) are currently
under consideration for drug-targeting applications. Liposomes have been the first to obtain clinical
approval [134]; they are the most biocompatible and least toxic artificial systems, constructed by the
main components of cell membranes: phospholipids and cholesterol. In addition to their non-toxic and
biocompatible natures, they can load drugs and prevent biodegradation. Further details of liposomes
will be discussed in Section “Biomimetic Vesicles Frontier”.

Exosomes have many similarities with liposomes [135]; this has allowed researchers to improve
the methodologies aimed at increasing the targeting potential of ligand-targeted liposomes. In this
context, through the procedures applied in the liposome technology field, hybrid exosomes engineered
by fusions with liposomes represent a current interesting research frontier [135,136]. The strategy
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to embed exosomes with a specific membrane protein isolated from genetically modified cells and
fuse them with various liposomes is offering the advantage to enhance the encapsulation efficiency of
plasmid DNA, overcoming the size limitation observed with standard exosomes [136,137].

Biomimetic Vesicles Frontier

Inspired by biological cells’ architecture, considerable attention has been paid to assembling
multicompartment systems using a biomimetic approach in the last decade. The field of biomimetics
has opened a new frontier of a wide range of biomedical applications aimed at improving patient
compliance with low system side effects. Considerable progress has been achieved in reconstructing
and assembling multicompartment systems based on liposomes composed of self-assembled bilayers
of phospholipids, the active compound of the architecture of cell membranes that makes them
advantageous in terms of a lack of toxicity, biodegradation, and biocompatibility [138,139].

Due to their internal architecture of phospholipid bilayers, two different types of liposomes
can be distinguished: unilamellar and multilamellar. Unilamellar liposomes consist of a single
phospholipid bilayer that forms a physical barrier between the internal compartment (aqueous core)
and the external environment, with particle sizes ranging from 0.1 to one micrometer. Instead,
multilamellar liposomes are formed by several concentric phospholipid bilayers, with particle sizes
until 100 micrometers [140]. Several approaches have been pursued to assemble these biomimetic
vesicles, including sonication, reverse-phase evaporation, and membrane extrusion [141]. The first
model of a liposome-based biomimetic, named vesosomes, derives from the fusion of unilamellar
liposomes snared within a larger liposome, reported by Zasadzinski et al. [142]. Given the presence of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains, these vesicles can load a variety of cargo, like DNA, enzymes,
proteins, and drugs [143–145]. Moreover, due to the interior architecture that provides confined
environments, the internal cargo will not be exposed to degradation under biologically relevant
conditions. The multicompartment architecture of vesosomes offers the advantage to overcome the
unilamellar liposome-associated drawbacks, such as the premature release of the cargo. The creation
of multicompartmentalized vesicles has recently inspired researchers to perform the incorporation of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains of liposomes into polymer films to form caposomes (>1 µm
diameter) [146]. These biomimetic carriers assembled by most liposomal compartments afford the
double advantage of enhancing the physical integrity of liposomes susceptible to enzyme degradation
while also retaining their biomedical properties. The potential use of caposomes as a protein delivery
carrier has been demonstrated by several studies [147,148]; special mention must be made to studies in
which caposomes were employed to encapsulate the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) for
the treatment of neurological disorders [149]. So far, biomimetic vesicle-associated drawbacks still
limit their complete commercialization in clinical applications. Stability represents the main issue for
biomimetic vesicles because these carriers usually are assembled to be stored longer than one year.
Several efforts have been performed to overcome this aspect; the replacement of phospholipids with
sphingolipids has undoubtedly enhanced the stability over time; however, its prolonged exposure
induces toxicity and inflammation response. Even though other modifications led to assembling
liposomes like cubosomes or ufasomes, these formulations showed issues in other aspects, such as the
loading and encapsulations of cargos.

9. Conclusions

Even though ongoing research is focused on optimizing the purification and analytical procedures
for the study of EVs, the loading of plasmid DNA keeps being limited to a particular size of nucleic
acids. Likely, a deeper understanding of the biological origin of DNA inside EVs might be relevant in
enhancing further methodologies of loading, making EVs-efficient foreign DNA delivery systems.
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